
Class begins at 1:10 –
if you have any 

questions before we 
begin, feel free to ask 

aloud or send me a 
private chat.



Medieval Futures: Course Introduction
English 176 | 1.20.21



Plan for today:

• Introduction to the course
• Our questions
• Our terms: what’s “medieval”?
• Syllabus overview



Our critical context: 
the medieval science-fictional present



Our questions

Why does spaceship-flying, laser-sword-
wielding Luke Skywalker live in an eighth-

century Irish monastery?



Our questions

Why is an interstellar civilization governed by 
dukes and barons who fight with swords and 

daggers?



Our questions

Why do so many time-travel stories involve 
someone going to, or coming from, the 

Middle Ages?



Our questions (continued)

• What does “medieval sci fi” tell us about how we understand the 
relationship between past and future?

• What aesthetic, political, and/or spiritual roles do the Middle Ages 
play in the modern imagination? Do those roles reflect any 

historical reality at all?

• How should we define genres like sci fi and fantasy? 

• Given that sci fi is defined by concepts of utopia and dystopia, is 
medieval sci fi inevitably dystopian?

• What do premodern genres like romance and hagiography have to 
do with modern cinema and genre fiction?

• And whatever else we come up with...



The “Middle Ages”

• c. 500-1500 CE/AD
• preceded by late antiquity 
• followed by the Renaissance / early 

modern period
• divided into Early (the ~Dark Ages~),

High, and Late in US/UK scholarship
• Big problems: 
• totally Eurocentric as a term
• Medieval Studies tangled up with 19th-

c. imperialism, 20th-c. nationalism, 
white supremacy

• finally, medieval isn’t just a historical 
period: it’s an imaginary and an insult



Our terms

medieval

medium (middle) +
aevum (age)

c. 1604 



Our terms

medieval
What does it mean to you?



Other terms (we’ll get to these in time)

medievalism
science fiction

fantasy
speculative fiction

New Wave 
romance

allegory and allegoresis
feudalism

cenobitic monasticism
Sīra

the Four Last Things
and more!



The other historical context: 
1959-1992

• the Cold War
• decolonization
• second-wave feminism
• gay liberation
• ecological thought & the 

environmental movement
• HIV/AIDS epidemic
• ... and TV, paperback novels, 

blockbuster movies, poststructuralism, 
fan culture, etc.



Key points from syllabus
• Attend class and participate
• Recordings will be posted on 

bCourses
• 2 major papers, 2 short exercises, 

& a curation project
• Don’t forget the reading log!
• Use whatever editions you have, 

except for Hard to be a God (new 
translation)
• Ask for extensions if you need them
• Don’t plagiarize



Zoom etiquette:

• Turn on video if you can
• Mute yourself unless you’re speaking
• Feel free to interject when I’m speaking 

(but don’t talk over classmates)
• Chat away, but try to share important 

comments in spoken discussion
• Try not to get distracted



For Friday:

• We begin with medieval “science fiction” 
– The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter and the 
“green children of Woolpit”

• By Monday’s class, fill out the getting-to-
know-you survey on bCourses


